INTERACTIVITY

Meet the family
and discover a range of
new SMART Board
interactive whiteboard
possibilities
®

Although a large number of schools, colleges and universities have SMART Board
interactive whiteboards installed in their classrooms and assembly halls, you may not
be aware that the family of SMART Boards have grown.
The SMART Board 400 and 800 have now joined forces with the popular 600 series
to give you a family of interactive whiteboards to meet your teaching needs.
As all the series share the same SMART Notebook™ collaborative learning software,
this makes it easy for teachers and students to work on the boards without having to
learn new software.
The 400 series uses the classic pen and finger based technology that is so well
established within education. The 480iv is a ready to go system which comes
complete with a SMART V25 short throw projector, integrated speakers and no
hassle warranty. The 400 series is ideal for classrooms where you want to engage
your students at lowest prices.
The 600 series helps teachers to
create, deliver and manage highimpact interactive lessons. Within
the series there are integrated short
throw projectors/speaker options
as well as standard and widescreen
options. The 685ix touch recognition
can change the way teachers work.
You can write, erase, move objects
and control applications simply by
touching or writing on the board. In
fact, if the pen isn’t to hand, you can
write with your finger.
SMART Board 800 series allows
two users to work together. You
can use simple, intuitive gestures to
flick, rotate or zoom in on objects.
There is an advanced pen tray that
automatically detects tool modes.
The 885ix gives pupils the chance to
work at the board in twos and share
their learning experience. Your pupils
will find it naturally easy using the dual
touch gesture control, that it won’t
seem like they are using a board at all.
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SMART Board®
interactive
whiteboard
family.
400 series:
480iv
600 series:
685ix interactive
touch or write
800 series:
885ix dual touch
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